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Tesda is the institution that gives a chance to learn and to develop the skills of everyone that they can’t undergo college degree. Now a day’s many government agencies gives a scholarship with tesda like the STEP scholar of the congress the TWSP scholar of tesda and also the DSWD giving a scholarship for the 4Ps and indulgent family who have a family member wants to learn and to develop their skills. If they are undergoing training in tesda after they finish training they can undergo a national assessment if they pass the assessment they will receive a national certificate. Many training schools of tesda offered different courses like the regional training center in mariveles bataan you can enroll to automotive, the electrotechnical institute of balanga you can enroll instrumentation, the acuña welding school in Hermosa bataan you can enroll different kinds of welding SMAW, GTAW and TIG welding for NCII. The mactech training center in orani bataan you can enroll electrical installation and maintenance NCII. The provincial training center in orion bataan you can enroll with pipe pitting.

This all training center and other training school under the Technical Education Development Authority is having a regular inspection of the school facilities school records and tools and equipment that they use in training by the inspection team of tesda national office. And they strictly implement the rules and regulation of tesda. The Provincial Directors of Bataan Dr. Virginia B. Bondoc said she gives many scholarships for tesda this year 2018. And to tie up with the company to give an opportunity to work everyone who will graduate of TECHNICAL EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY. The Bataan Federation of Technical Institutions helps tesda for their program they are handling a Trainers Methodology I to train anyone who wants to be a trainer and an assessor.
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